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ABSTRACT
Class extensions allow for a modular addition of new behavior to an existing class hierarchy. However, the reliance on position-dependent parameters in mainstream programming languages has often a negative impact on the way new behavior can be specified. This observation has led us to explore the concept of forms, which are first-class extensible records that, in combination with a small set of purely asymmetric operators, provide a core language for an extensible, flexible, and robust software development approach. In this paper, we present a refinement of our recent work on a substitution-free lambda calculus with forms. More precisely, we develop the $\lambda F_0$-calculus in which names are replaced with shared forms and parameter passing is modeled using explicit contexts and show, how this calculus can be used to model open classes, a key mechanism for class extensions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.5 [Programming Techniques]: Object-oriented Programming; D.3.1 [Programming Languages]: Formal Definitions and Theory; F.3.2 [Semantics of Programming Languages]: Operational semantics; D.2.13 [Software Engineering]: Reusable Software

1. INTRODUCTION
A general engineering principle is to base the development of new products on accumulated, generally available system knowledge and experience. By putting emphasis on reuse and evolution, the component-oriented software technology, which has become the major approach to develop modern software systems [33, 39, 44], can be considered a veritable incarnation of this principle. The primary objective of the component-based software technology is to take elements from a collection of reusable software components (i.e., take components-off-the-shelf), apply some required domain-specific incremental modifications, and build applications by simply plugging them together. However, in order to be truly successful, the component-based software development approach not only needs to provide abstractions to represent different component models and composition techniques, but must also incorporate a systematic method for constructing large software systems [5, 28]. In particular, we need a canonical set of preferably language-neutral composition mechanisms that allows for building applications as compositions of reusable software components [41]. Moreover, in order to guarantee flexible, reliable, and verifiable software composition, these mechanisms have to be based on a suitable formal foundation [17, 26, 34, 41]. A precise semantics is essential if we are to deal with multiple architectural styles and component models within a common, unifying framework.

The component-based approach has emerged from the object-oriented approach that has already shown a positive influence on software reuse. In fact, most component-oriented systems are still built using mainstream object-oriented techniques and languages. However, evolution and reuse of component-based software do not depend on the object-oriented programming approach alone [39]. Moreover, when using object-oriented techniques to specify component composition, one often faces the extensibility problem that arises from the fact that mainstream object-oriented languages only provide limited support for modular addition of new behavior to existing classes. In particular, the inheritance relationships in mainstream object-oriented and class-based systems are not adequate for expressing many useful forms of incremental modifications [7].

To address the extensibility problem several approaches have emerged (e.g., CLOS [22], MultiJava [14], and AspectJ [23]) that focus on a particular technique: class extensions. Class extensions allow for a modular addition of both new classes and new operations to an existing class hierarchy. Thus, class extension provide a controllable mechanism to support unanticipated changes [7].

The key mechanism that enables class extensions is the concept of open classes [13]. An open class is one that can be extended with new behavior without editing the class directly. Open classes are of great interest for component-oriented software development. Software components are sufficiently self-contained, prefabricated units of independent deployment [44] that encapsulate some domain-specific abstractions. As such, they exist, for example, in binary form without source code (e.g., ActiveX components [38]).
Thus, in order to build applications, software components, in general, have to be configured and adapted to meet actual deployment requirements. Component configuration and adaptation can, therefore, be considered instances of unanticipated changes. Support for unanticipated changes is a prerequisite for reuse. However, the extensions applied to the components in questions should be confined to the units that introduces them, should be visible to collaborating clients, and should provide support to resolve conflicts due to competing extensions [7].

There is, however, a second aspect that affects our ability to define flexible, extensible, and reusable abstractions for software composition. Mainstream program techniques often hamper the definition of general purpose compositional abstractions, as they impose a dependence on position and arity of parameters [18, 42]. For example, in the standard \( \lambda \)-calculus the functions \( \lambda(x, y).x \) and \( \lambda(y, x).y \) are equivalent, but \( \lambda(x, y).x \) and \( \lambda(y, x).x \) are different, as position matters in \( \lambda \)-calculus. Moreover, if we use de Bruijn indices [19], then names disappear totally, as arguments to functions are uniquely identified by their positions. Thus, if we abstract from position and use instead the parameter names as keys functions like \( \lambda(x, y).x \) and \( \lambda(y, x).x \) become indistinguishable.

This observation has led us to explore the concept of forms [24, 27, 41]. Forms are first-class extensible records that define mappings from labels to values, which, in combination with a small set of purely asymmetric operators, provide a core language to define extensible, flexible, and robust software abstractions.

Forms gain their specific value due to two asymmetric operators: form extension and form restriction. Form extension, written \( F \cdot G \), allows one to simultaneously add or redefine a set of services, whereas form restriction, written \( F^G \), can be seen as a dual operation that denotes a form, which is restricted to all bindings of \( F \) that do not occur in \( G \). Both operators are the main building block in a fundamental concept for defining adaptable, extensible, and more robust software abstractions [24, 28, 41].

Programmatically, forms are both compile-time and runtime entities. As compile-time entities, forms can be used to denote components, component interfaces, and component composition. At run-time, on the other hand, forms provide uniform and language-neutral access to component services and support runtime composition on demand. However, forms are not bound to a particular computational model. They are an environment-independent framework that has to be combined with a concrete target system like the \( \lambda \)-calculus or the \( \pi \)-calculus.

We have been studying a substitution-free variant of the \( \lambda \)-calculus, called \( \lambda F \), where names are replaced with forms and parameter passing is modeled using explicit contexts [25]. Explicit contexts mimic \( \lambda \)-calculus substitutions. However, unlike \( \lambda \)-calculus in which substitutions are meta-level operations [2], explicit contexts have a form-based syntactic representation to record named parameter bindings. For example, the \( \lambda F \)-term \( a[b] \) denotes an expression \( a \), which meaning is refined by the context \( [b] \). That is, all occurrences of free variables in \( a \) are resolved using form \( b \). Thus, the context \( [b] \) expresses the requirements posed by the free variables of \( a \) on the environment [32].

The \( \lambda F \)-calculus is a calculus in which parameters are identified by names rather than positions. Position-independent parameter specification allows for the development of extensible, flexible, and reliable component-based application. The resulting flexibility of a form-based programming model can also be seen, for example, in XML/HTML forms [48], where fields are encoded as named (rather than positional) parameters, in Python [47] and Common Lisp [43], where functions can be defined to take arguments by keywords, and in Perl [49] where it is a common technique to pass a map of name/value pairs as arguments to a function or method.

We can use the \( \lambda F \)-calculus to model open classes in a purely functional way. However, the purely functional encoding makes it cumbersome to propagate extensions to collaborating clients. Locally, it is always possible to build the fixed-point of the extensions and update all collaborating clients, respectively. Unfortunately, this technique does not work on a larger scale. In particular, it does not allow for an approach in which extensions are only propagated to a subset of clients. To solve this problem, we propose shared forms. Shared forms denote locations of forms and add, therefore, an imperative element to the calculus. Clients that maintain a reference to a shared form can communicate extensions through its value. For example, we can view the methods of an object as collaborating forms that may alter the state of itself. In a purely functional setting, updating the state results in a new instance, that is, strictly speaking, no collaboration between the methods of the object at all. However, if we encode the state of an object as a shared form and provide each method with a reference to its location, then any state change is visible to all method instantaneously. The reader should note that we can also control the visibility of a shared form, if we place it inside an explicit context. Therefore, the concepts of shared forms and explicit contexts manifest a feasible mechanism to support unanticipated changes in class-based systems.

2. A MODEL FOR OPEN CLASSES

Object- and component-oriented abstractions can most easily be modeled if classes are represented as first-class entities [28]. It is however important to note that the framework, in which these abstractions are modeled, does not need to be class-based. In Simula, for example, classes are represented as procedures returning a pointer to an activation record (i.e., an instance of the class).

A strength of the object-oriented paradigm lies in its uniform representation of access to different kinds of data. However, whereas mainstream object-oriented programming models typically only provide a fixed and, in general, position-dependent set of mechanisms for constructing software systems, forms allow for the definition of an open and therefore extensible object-oriented development approach [3, 28, 32]. In particular, forms composition, that is, form extension and form restriction are the key mechanisms for a seamless integration of various programming abstractions found in modern object-oriented programming systems.
We begin our study of a form-based model for open classes by adopting an approach proposed by Cook and Palsberg [15] and Bracha and Cook [9] in which classes are modeled by means of incremental modifications, generators, and wrappers. An incremental modification, denoted by $\Delta$, captures the extensions of both state and behavior defined by a class. A generator, denoted by $G$, defines a constructor-like abstraction that yields an instance of a class with an unbound self-reference. In other words, a generator $G$ builds a prototype instance of a class, which is the behavioral building block for a class and the primary abstraction to enable code reuse and class extensions. To close a prototype instance, that is, to establish a correct binding of self, we need to apply a wrapper, denoted by $W$, to the prototype instance of a class. In other words, a wrapper represents the fixed-point operator for the corresponding generator.

Suppose, we want to define a class Point using the specification shown in Table 1. This class defines two private instance variables $x$ and $y$, both initialized to zero, two public functions get$X$ and get$Y$ to access the values of $x$ and $y$, two public functions set$X$ and set$Y$ to update the values of $x$ and $y$, and two public methods move and double to change the values of the $x$- and $y$-coordinates of a Point instance. Moreover, we assume that all functions are position-independent. So, the notation move($dx$, $dy$) means that the function move takes two keyword-based arguments $dx$ and $dy$.

class Point =
  var $x = 0$, $y = 0$
  fun get$X$() = $x$
  fun set$X$(nx) = $x ← nx$
  fun get$Y$() = $y$
  fun set$Y$(ny) = $y ← ny$
  fun move($dx$, $dy$) = $x ← x + dx$, $y ← y + dy$
  fun double() = self.move($dx=x$, $dy=y$)
end

Table 1: The class Point.

To express the incremental modification $\Delta_{Point}$ defined by class Point, we adopt the Self approach [45] and represent $\Delta_{Point}$ as a set of names slots or traits [40]. However, to maintain a strict encapsulation of state, we do not blend state and behavior. Instead, we model state as explicit contexts that provide an environment to resolve the occurrences of private instance variables and the self-reference.

$$
\Delta_{Point}(\text{State}) = \begin{pmatrix}
\text{get$X$} & \text{return } x \\
\text{set$X$} & \text{update } x \\
\text{get$Y$} & \text{return } y \\
\text{set$Y$} & \text{update } y \\
\text{move} & \text{move points} \\
\text{double} & \text{double points}
\end{pmatrix}
\text{[State]}
$$

The effect of applying the context [State] to the body of $\Delta_{Point}$ is that each slot is provided with an interpretation of the current state. In other words, we can think of the slots in $\Delta_{Point}$ as collaborating clients and the context [State] as an abstraction to propagate a current set of class extensions.

The purpose of the generator $G_{Point}$ is to build Point prototype instances. A Point prototype instance is constructed by combining its constructor arguments with the Point state template slots and applying the result to $\Delta_{Point}$.

$$
G_{Point}(\text{Args}) = \Delta_{Point}(\begin{pmatrix} x & 0 \\ y & 0 \end{pmatrix}) \oplus \text{Args}
$$

Finally, the wrapper $W_{Point}$ yields a Point-object by building the fixed-point for the prototype’s self-reference and applying it as a context to $G_{Point}$.

$$
W_{Point} = \text{fix}_{self}(G_{Point}[self])
$$

To construct a Point-object, where $x$ is set to 3 and $y$ is set to 5, we write $W_{Point}(x = 3, y = 5)$.

A specialization of the class Point can be defined in a similar way by encoding inheritance by means of delegation like in Self [45]. That is, the original inherited behavior can be accessed through a designated reference super. Suppose, we want the $y$-coordinate of a Point-instance never to exceed a given upper bound. To specify this property, we can define the class BoundedPoint as a subclass of Point and introduce an instance variable bound in BoundedPoint that represents this upper bound. The specification of the class BoundedPoint is shown in Table 2.

class BoundedPoint extends Point =
  var bound = 0
  fun getBound() = bound
  fun move($dx$, $dy$) = if self.get$Y$() + $dy$ < bound
      then super.move($dx$, $dy$)
end

Table 2: The class BoundedPoint.

The behavior of the class BoundedPoint is again captured by our three main abstractions. However, class extension by means of inheritance requires some extra effort to link super- and subclasses together. Furthermore, the link process should not require that we have to alter the super-class(es) in any way. The solution to this problem a combination of delegation [45], aggregation [38], and explicit contexts. First, the generator $G_{BoundedPoint}$ for class BoundedPoint calls the super-class generator $G_{Point}$ to create a Point prototype instance using a subclass context that provides a self-reference. Then, this prototype instance is extended with the result of applying $\Delta_{BoundedPoint}$ to a combination of $G_{BoundedPoint}$’s constructor arguments, the BoundedPoint state template slots, and a reference super that points to the Point prototype instance. The result is a BoundedPoint prototype instance that provides the inherited behavior, the new (overridden) behavior, and access to original behavior through super.
The corresponding abstractions for class \textit{BoundedPoint} are defined as follows.

$$\Delta_{\textit{BPoint}}(\text{State}) = \begin{array}{c|c|c} \text{getBound} & \text{return bound} & \text{move bpoints} \\ \hline \text{move} & \text{move bpoints} & \text{bound} \end{array} \text{[State]}$$

$$G_{\textit{BPoint}}(\text{Args}) =$$

let

$$\text{Parent} = G_{\textit{Point}}(\text{Args})$$

in

$$\text{Parent} \oplus \Delta_{\textit{BPoint}}(\begin{array}{c|c} \text{bound} & \text{0} \\ \hline \text{super Parent} & \end{array}) \oplus \text{Args}$$

$$W_{\textit{BPoint}} = \overline{\text{fix}_{\textit{self}}(G_{\textit{BPoint}}[\text{self}])}$$

To construct a \textit{BoundedPoint}-object, where the \textit{x}-field is set to 3, the \textit{y}-field is set to 5, and \textit{bound} is set to 100, we write

$$W_{\textit{BPoint}}(x = 3, \ y = 5, \ \text{bound} = 100)$$

The reader should note that the actual meaning of both the generator and the wrapper can be manipulated through an explicit context as well. For example, suppose we want to replace the class \textit{Point} with a new version \textit{ExtendedPoint} in class \textit{BoundedPoint}. Instead of defining a new set of abstractions for class \textit{BoundedPoint}, we can evaluate them in a context than maps \textit{GPoint} to \textit{GExtendedPoint}. We write

$$W_{\textit{BPoint}}(x = 3, \ y = 5, \ \text{bound} = 100)(\langle G_{\textit{Point}} = G_{\textit{ExtendedPoint}} \rangle)$$

to create an object for the extended \textit{BoundedPoint} class. This approach roughly corresponds to the concept of \textit{mixin application} [46]. The class \textit{BoundedPoint} now represents an \textit{abstract subclass}, which is instantiated with the super-class \textit{ExtendedPoint}. When using this technique, it is however important to take special care, as it gives rise to the so-called \textit{fragile base class problem} [29].

3. RELATED WORK

Several researchers have proposed foundational approaches that can serve as a model for open classes. However, stylistic differences make a rigorous comparison difficult. For example, some models represent object-oriented abstractions as translations from a high-level syntax into \textlambda-calculus, whereas others map high-level syntax directly into a denotational model or focus on the object syntax as a primitive calculus in its own right.

Examples of such foundational models are the recursive-record encodings of Cardelli [11], Reddy [36], and Cook [16], existential encodings proposed by Pierce and Turner [35], Bruce's model based on existential and recursive types [10], and the type-theoretic encoding of a calculus of primitive objects defined by Abadi and Cardelli [1]. Further work in this area includes a calculus for delegation-based languages by Fisher and Mitchell [21] and a calculus of classes and mixins proposed by Bono et al. [8].

To overcome some of the problems related to multiple inheritance, the concept of mixins [9, 46] has emerged. Van Limberghen and Mens [46], for example, give a denotational semantics of a model in which mixins, \textit{mixin composition}, \textit{mixin application}, and \textit{encapsulation} are primitive. However, their approach does not incorporate an explicit notion of classes, as in the calculus of classes and mixins proposed by Bono et al. [8].

Lumpe and Schneider [28] have proposed a form-based meta-level framework for modeling both object- and component-oriented programming abstractions. This framework defines a hierarchy of meta-level abstractions to model \textit{meta-classes}, \textit{classes}, and \textit{objects}. The core of the meta-level framework is a \textit{meta-meta-class model} that can be used to instantiate a specific semantic model (i.e., a specific class-based infrastructure). A semantic model, say, for example, of C++, Java, or Beta, is captured by so-called \textit{model generators}, \textit{model wrappers}, and \textit{model composers}. Each semantic model is guaranteed to interoperate with any other semantic model instantiated within the framework. The framework can, therefore, be viewed as a meta-object protocol [22] for open classes, as it provides the means for both to bridge between different object models and to incorporate reusable software artifacts.

A full-scale programming language that supports both open classes and symmetric multiple dispatch is MultiJava [13, 14]. In MultiJava, an open class is a class to which new methods can be added without editing the class directly. The new behavior is visible to the package that implements it and to the packages importing that package. Moreover, MultiJava allows for modular typechecking of class extensions. But, in order to prevent occurrences of \textit{message-not-understood} and \textit{message-ambiguous} errors, MultiJava imposes some requirements that ensure that extended classes are properly implemented. However, MultiJava still uses a position-dependent parameter passing mechanism, which is due to one of MultiJava's goals, that is, to be backward-compatible to Java.

Recently, Bergel et al. [7] have proposed \textit{classboxes}, a dynamically typed module system for object-oriented languages that provides support for controlling the visibility of both method addition and method replacement. That is, a classbox defines a scope within which classes, methods, and variables are defined. A classbox may also import definitions from other classboxes and extend them without affecting the originating classbox. In other words, classboxes allow one to import a class and apply some extensions to it without breaking the protocol defined between clients of that class in other classboxes.

4. THE CALCULUS

In this section, we define \( \lambda F_B \), a calculus in which names are replaced with \textit{shared forms} and parameter passing is modeled using \textit{explicit contexts}. Our main goal is to find a minimal set of language elements that preserves the expressive power of forms, while retaining the main functional attributes of forms, which are essential in an approach that provides visibility control for class extensions.

Parameter passing in the \textlambda-calculus is defined by the \( \beta \)-rule and substitution, which can be interpreted as an operation on the equivalence classes of \textlambda-terms [6]. However, substitution, as used in the classical \textlambda-calculus, is actually a
meta-level concept and not part of the language. By making it part of the language, Abadi et al [2] argue that we can achieve a better correspondence between the language theory and its implementation. For example, in the classical λ-calculus we write \( a \{ b / x \} \) to denote the term \( a \) where all free occurrences of \( b \) have been replaced with \( x \). However, substitution can be a very expensive term-rewriting operation, as a term may contain many free occurrences of a variable in question. To address this issue, we propose a solution in which substitutions are mimicked by explicit contexts [2, 4] that have a form-based syntactic representation. To resolve occurrences of free variables, we shall use explicit contexts for both forms and λF\( \alpha \)-terms.

Assignment enables the sharing of values between different parts of a program. The actual information exchange takes place through common references to locations containing values. Unfortunately, if one adds assignment to a language, then, in general, software abstractions defined in this language lack referential transparency, which would make it hard if not impossible to define an approach that provides support for visibility control. Therefore, rather than adding an assignment operator to forms, we introduce the concept of shared forms. A shared form denotes a location of a form, which, taken for itself, is immutable.

Consider, for example, two programs \( A \) and \( B \). To execute these programs, we may need to provide two applications domains \( D_A \) and \( D_B \) which may derive from some domain prototype \( D \). Furthermore, the program \( B \) may require a specific event-handling mechanism \( E \). Now, both \( D_A \) and \( D_B \) may already define a standard mechanism to handle events. This default handler is defined as a shared form, written \( \#E \). To override \( D_B \)'s event handler, we can combine its handler \( \#E \) with \( E \) using form extension, written \( (D_A \to E) \cdot D_B \). The subterm \((D_A \to E) \) extracts the default handler. However, since it has been specified as a shared form, \((D_A \to E) \) actually yields a reference to a fresh location initialized with \( E \). Combining this location with \( E \) results in an updated handler in \( D_B \). To run the programs \( A \) and \( B \), we combine them with their corresponding application domains, written \((A \ D_B 1) \) and \((B \ D_B 1) \), respectively. The changes that we have applied to \( B \)'s domain do not affect \( A \)'s behavior, that is, the changes are confined to \( B \)'s domain. However, every client that refers to \( B \)'s domain can see this modification.

We presuppose a countable infinite set, \( L \), of labels, and let \( l, m, n \) range over labels. We also presuppose a countable infinite set, \( \mathcal{V} \), of abstract values, and let \( a, b, c \) range over abstract values. We think of an abstract value as a representation of any programming value like integers, objects, or even classes, and types. However, we do not require any particular property except that equality and inequality are defined for elements of \( \mathcal{V} \). Furthermore, we use \( F, G, H \) to range over the set of forms, and \( M, N \) to range over the set of λF\( \alpha \)-terms. The syntax of the λF\( \alpha \)-calculus is given in Table 3.

Every form is derived from the empty form \( \langle \rangle \), which denotes an empty set of services. The services that a form offers are specified as binding extensions. A binding extension, written \( \langle l = V \rangle \cdot a \) denotes a form’s capability to allow access to a service \( a \) that is published under the name \( l \). For example, we write \( F \cdot a \) to access the service that is bound by label \( a \) in form \( F \).

A shared form \( \#F \) defines a location of a form initialized with \( F \). We can use shared forms to organize “cross-cutting” services. That is, if two forms \( G \) and \( H \) both contain a reference to the location of \( F \), then \( G \) and \( H \) share \( F \)'s services. Moreover, if an operation involving either \( G \) or \( H \) alters the value in this location, then this change is visible to the other form instantaneously.

**Table 3: Syntax of the λF\( \alpha \)-Calculus.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( F, G, H )</th>
<th>empty form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( X )</td>
<td>form variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#F</td>
<td>shared form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F { l = V } )</td>
<td>binding extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F \cdot G )</td>
<td>form extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F \backslash G )</td>
<td>form restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F \to \lambda )</td>
<td>form dereference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F[\cdot] )</td>
<td>form context</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( V )</th>
<th>empty value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>abstract value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>λF( \alpha ) value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( M, N )</th>
<th>form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( M \cdot_1 )</td>
<td>projection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda X \cdot M )</td>
<td>abstraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M \cdot N )</td>
<td>application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M[\cdot] )</td>
<td>λF( \alpha ) context</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- If the label \( m \) does not occur in \( F \) nor \( G \), then the label \( m \) does not occur in the composition of \( F \) and \( G \).
- If the label \( m \) does not occur in \( F \), but in \( G \), then \( G \)'s binding for label \( m \) occurs in the composition of \( F \) and \( G \).
- If the label \( m \) occurs in \( F \), then \( F \)'s binding for label \( m \) occurs in the composition of \( F \) and \( G \).

Forms can also occur as values in binding extensions. These forms are called nested forms and they facilitate the specification of structured service sets. To extract a nested form
bound by a label 1 in a form F, we use \( F \rightarrow 1 \). Note, however, that if the binding involving label 1 does not actually map a nested form, then the result of \( F \rightarrow 1 \) is \( \langle \rangle \), the empty form. The reason for this is that we want to distinguish between forms, which denote sets of services, and plain services.

A form context \( F[G] \) defines a refinement of \( F \) by using \( G \) as an environment to look up what would otherwise be a free variable in \( F \). We use form dereference to perform the lookup operation. That is, a free variable is reinterpreted as a label. For example, if \( X \) is a free variable in \( F \) and \( [G] \) is a context, then the meaning of \( X \) in \( F \) is determined by the result of evaluating \( G \rightarrow X \). In the case that \( G \) does not define a binding for \( X \), the result is \( \langle \rangle \), which effectively removes the set of services associated with \( X \) in \( F \). This allows for an approach in which a sender and a receiver can communicate open form expressions. The receiver of this open form expression can use its local context to close (i.e., configure) the received form expression according to a site-specific protocol, but may also chose to ignore it (e.g., the configuration of a Web-browser to run an application associated with a specific MIME-type).

Forms and projections replace variables in \( \lambda F_a \). A form stands for an explicit namespace [4] or module [20], which can comprise an arbitrary number of services. The form may itself contain free variables, which will be resolved by means of the deployment environment or an evaluation context. In other words, free variables in a form expression allow for a computational model with late binding.

With projections we recover variable references of \( \lambda \)-calculus. We require, however, that the subject of a projection denotes a form. For example, the meaning of \( F.l \) is the value bound by label 1 in form \( F \). A projection \( a.l \), where \( a \) is not a form yields \( \mathcal{E} \), which means “no value”.

Both abstraction and application correspond to the notions used in \( \lambda \)-calculus. As in \( \lambda \)-calculus, the \( X \) in \( \lambda(X) a \) stands for the parameter. But unlike \( \lambda \)-calculus, we do not use substitution to replace free occurrences of this name in the body of an abstraction. Parameter passing is modeled by explicit contexts.

A \( \lambda F_a \)-context is the counterpart of a form-context. A \( \lambda F_a \)-context denotes a lookup environment for free variables in a \( \lambda F_a \)-term. Moreover, \( \lambda F_a \)-contexts provide a convenient mechanism to retain the bindings of free variables in the body of a function. For example, let \( \lambda(X) a \) be a function and \( [F] \) be a current context. We can then use \( [F] \) to build a closure of \( \lambda(X) a \). A closure is a package mechanism to record the bindings of free variables of a function at the time it was created. That is, the closure of \( \lambda(X) a \) is \( \lambda(X) (a[F]) \).

In form expressions, binding extension has precedence over form extension, form extension has precedence over a form restriction, form restriction has precedence over form dereference, which in turn has precedence over form contexts. Furthermore, all form operators are left associative. Similarly, in \( \lambda F_a \)-terms, projection has precedence over application, which in turn has precedence over \( \lambda F_a \)-contexts. Moreover, application is left associative. Parenthesis may be used in \( \lambda F_a \)-expressions in order to enhance readability or to overcome the default precedence rules.

There are three forms of binding: \( \lambda(X) M, M[F] \) and \( F[G] \). Conventionally, we write \( f v(M) \) and \( bv(M) \) to denote the set of free variables of \( M \) and the set of bound variables of \( M \), respectively. Additionally, we write \( fp(M) \) and \( bp(M) \) to denote the set of free projections of \( M \) and the set of bound projections of \( M \), respectively, which are defined as follows:

\[
fp(M) = \{ (X, p) \mid X \in f v(M) \land X.p \text{ occurs in } M \}
\]
\[
bp(M) = \{ (X, p) \mid X \in bv(M) \land X.p \text{ occurs in } M \}
\]

These two sets allow for a detailed analysis of a translation of the \( \lambda \)-calculus into the \( \lambda F_a \)-calculus, as they actually capture the \( \lambda \)-calculus’ definitions of free- and bound-names.

To facilitate the specification of \( \lambda F_a \)-expression, we will use the following abbreviations:

- We will often omit \( \langle \rangle \) in a form, and write for example \( (1 = a) (m = b) \) instead of \( \langle \rangle (1 = a) (m = b) \).
- We will use a more compact record-like notion to specify forms, and write for example \( (1 = a, m = b, n = c) \) instead of \( \langle \rangle (1 = a) (m = b) (n = c) \).
- We will write \( \langle \rangle b \) to specify a function with body \( b \) that takes no arguments.
- We will use “let \( l_1 = v_1, \ldots, l_n = v_n \) in \( e \)” to specify a context expression \( e[(l_1 = v_1, ..., l_n = v_n)] \).

## 5. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS

We describe the interpretation of \( \lambda F_a \)-expressions in the style of natural semantics [31], which provides a reasonably efficient evaluation model for \( \lambda F_a \).

We use the Greek letters \( \sigma \) and \( \gamma \) to denote states and locations, respectively. A state \( \sigma \) is a set of mappings from locations to values. We assume that all locations in \( \sigma \) are pairwise distinct. A location \( \gamma \) is called fresh, if \( \gamma \notin dom(\sigma) \). We also have a notion for updating states. We define \( \sigma[\gamma \mapsto v] \) to be the state \( \sigma' \) that is as \( \sigma \) except that the value bound to \( \gamma \) is \( v \).

\[
(\sigma[\gamma \mapsto v])(\gamma') = \begin{cases} v & \text{if } \gamma' = \gamma \\ \sigma(\gamma') & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

In \( \lambda F_a \), we distinguish between form values and model values. Form values are finite mappings from a countable infinite set of labels to model values. However, form values do not contain any projections or form dereferences, as they have been replaced with their corresponding denoted values, and shared forms, as they have been replaced with their corresponding locations.

The set of model values depends on the concrete underlying computational model. In \( \lambda F_a \), we distinguish between five different kinds of model values: empty value, abstract value, form value, closure, and abstract application. Empty value
and abstract value have the same denotation as in forms, whereas the structure of a form value is as specified above.

A closure $\lambda(X) (M[F])$ denotes an abstraction or function in head normal form. The context $[F]$ represents the evaluation environment at the time the abstraction $\lambda(X) M$ was evaluated. To force the evaluation of the body of a closure (i.e., evaluate $M[F]$), it has to be applied to a concrete argument (i.e., a $\lambda F_{\alpha}$-value).

An abstract application $a M$ represents the fact that its actual interpretation lies outside the $\lambda F_{\alpha}$-calculus. The function $a$ is abstract and its actual meaning is unknown. Therefore, the target system, in which the abstract application $a M$ is embedded, is responsible for the proper handling of this expression. We have chosen this approach, rather than using $\perp$ (i.e., undefined) in this situation, because the meaning of $a M$ is not really undefined, but merely our knowledge about it is incomplete.

We use $F, G, H$ to range over the set of forms values, and $M, N$ to range over the set of model values. The set of $\lambda F_{\alpha}$-values is defined as shown in Table 4.

| $F, G, H$ | := | empty form value | location 
| $\lambda(X) (M[F])$ | := | binding extension value | form extension value 
| $\lambda(X) M[F]$ | := | form restriction value | form restriction value 

Table 4: $\lambda F_{\alpha}$ Values.

The operational semantics of $\lambda F_{\alpha}$ is given by a transition system using rules of the form

$\bar{H} \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow \bar{M}, \sigma'$

indicating that, under an evaluation context $\bar{H}$, a term $M$ in state $\sigma$ evaluates to a value $\bar{M}$ and a final state $\sigma'$. The transition system is shown in Table 5.

The meaning of a $\lambda F_{\alpha}$-term depends on its deployment environment. A deployment environment, represented by $\bar{H}$, defines a context that may map some of the free variables of $M$ to deployment-specific values. We require, however, that $\bar{H}$ is well-formed. That is, if $\bar{H}$ is a deployment environment and $\sigma$ is an initial state, then

$\forall \gamma \in \bar{H}: \gamma \in \text{dom}(\sigma)$.

In addition, we assume that $\bar{H}$ is minimal, that is, it contains only observable binding extensions or locations. We call such a form value normalized form. We write $\overline{\sigma}(\sigma)$ to denote the normalized form of $\sigma$ under $\sigma$. A normalized form $\overline{\sigma}(\sigma)$ is behaviorally equivalent to $\sigma$ under $\sigma$, written $\overline{\overline{\sigma}(\sigma)} \approx \sigma \equiv \sigma$. Moreover, since a normalized form contains solely observable binding extensions it is isomorphic to a classical record, but we still maintain position independency.

$$\overline{\sigma}(\sigma) := \begin{cases} \emptyset & n = 0 \\ \{ \langle i_1 = v_1, i_2 = v_2, \ldots, i_n = v_n \rangle \} & n > 0 \end{cases}$$

with

$$\forall i, j \in \{1 \ldots n\} \land i \neq j: l_i \neq l_j,$$

$$\forall i \in \{1 \ldots n\}: v_i \neq \epsilon \land v_i \neq \emptyset,$$

and

$$\forall \gamma \in \overline{\sigma}: \sigma(\gamma)(\sigma) = \langle k = v_k, \ldots, l_m = v_m \rangle \land 1 \leq k \leq m \leq n$$

Figure 1: Normalized Forms.

The transition system uses two additional, mutually-dependent total functions to resolve projections and form dereferences. Feature access in forms is performed from right-to-left [27]. However, rather than using classical records as semantic model of forms, we adopt that of interacting systems [30]. Therefore, forms are characterized not by the bindings they define, but by the bindings that are observable in them. We say, a binding is not observable if it cannot be distinguished from $\epsilon$ or $\emptyset$. For example, both $\emptyset (m = \epsilon)$ and $\emptyset$ are considered equivalent. We write $\overline{\sigma} \mid l \equiv \text{to express that label } l \text{ is not observable in form value } \overline{\sigma}$.

The function $\lambda \bar{M}, \bar{E} \mid l \sigma$, called projection evaluation, maps projections of the form $\bar{M} l$ under state $\sigma$ to a model value $\bar{N}$, and is defined as follows:

$$\lambda \bar{M}, \bar{E} \mid l \sigma = \begin{cases} \emptyset & \text{if } \overline{\sigma}(\sigma) = \emptyset \\ \{ \gamma(\sigma, l) \sigma \} & \text{if } \overline{\sigma}(\sigma) \neq \emptyset \end{cases}$$

and

$$[ m = \epsilon ](\sigma) = \begin{cases} \emptyset & \text{if } \overline{\sigma}(\sigma) = \emptyset \\ \{ \gamma(\sigma, l) \sigma \} & \text{if } \overline{\sigma}(\sigma) \neq \emptyset \end{cases}$$

To illustrate the effect of projection evaluation, consider the following examples:

$$\{ (l = a, m = b), m \} \emptyset = b$$
$$\{ (l = a, m = b), \emptyset \} (\gamma(\sigma, l) \sigma) = \emptyset$$
$$\{ (l = a, m = n = c), m \} \emptyset = \emptyset$$
$$\{ (l = a, m = b, m = d) \} \emptyset (\gamma(\sigma, l) \sigma) = d$$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(F-EMPTY)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash [], \sigma \Rightarrow [], \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F-VAR)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash \alpha, \sigma \Rightarrow \alpha, \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F-VAR x)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash <a href="(%5Csigma)">\overline{\Pi}, X</a> = \mathcal{E}$ $\Pi \vdash X, \sigma \Rightarrow \langle <a href="%5Csigma">\overline{\Pi}, X</a> \rangle, \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F-VAR y)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash <a href="(%5Csigma)">\overline{\Pi}, X</a> = M; \ M \neq \mathcal{E}$ $\Pi \vdash X, \sigma \Rightarrow M, \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F-BIND)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash F, \sigma \Rightarrow F', \sigma'; \ \gamma \notin \text{dom}(\sigma')$ $\Pi \vdash @ F, \sigma \Rightarrow \gamma, \sigma'[\gamma \mapsto F]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F-BIND x)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash F, \sigma \Rightarrow \gamma, \sigma'; \ \Pi \vdash V, \sigma' \Rightarrow M, \sigma''$ $\Pi \vdash F(l = V), \sigma \Rightarrow \gamma, \sigma''[\gamma \mapsto \sigma''(\gamma)(l = M)]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F-EXT)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash F, \sigma \Rightarrow F, \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash G, \sigma' \Rightarrow G, \sigma''$ $\Pi \vdash F \cdot G, \sigma \Rightarrow F \cdot G, \sigma''$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F-RES)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash F, \sigma \Rightarrow F', \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash G, \sigma' \Rightarrow G, \sigma''$ $\Pi \vdash F \backslash G, \sigma \Rightarrow F \backslash G, \sigma''$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F-DRREP)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash F, \sigma \Rightarrow F, \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash F \rightarrow l, \sigma \Rightarrow \langle F(l) \rangle(\sigma'), \sigma'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V-EMPTY)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash \mathcal{E}, \sigma \Rightarrow \mathcal{E}, \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V-ABS)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash a, \sigma \Rightarrow a, \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LF-NORM)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash F, \sigma \Rightarrow F, \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash F, \sigma \Rightarrow F(\sigma'), \sigma'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LF-SEL)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow M, \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash M, l \cdot \sigma \Rightarrow <a href="%5Csigma'">\overline{M}, l</a>, \sigma'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LF-CXT)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow M, \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash F \cdot \Pi(\sigma') \Rightarrow F, \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash F, \sigma \Rightarrow F(\sigma'), \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash F[l], \sigma \Rightarrow F<a href="%5Csigma'">l</a>, \sigma'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LF-ABS)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash \lambda(X) M, \sigma \Rightarrow \lambda(X)(M), \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LF-APPL x)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow M, \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow E, \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow E, \sigma'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LF-APPL y)</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow M, \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash N, \sigma' \Rightarrow N, \sigma''$ $\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow N, \sigma''$ $\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow N, \sigma''$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LF-APPL y')</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow M, \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow a, \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash N, \sigma' \Rightarrow N, \sigma''$ $\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow M', \sigma''$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LF-APPL y')'</td>
<td>$\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow M, \sigma'$ $\Pi \vdash N, \sigma' \Rightarrow N, \sigma''$ $\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow N, \sigma''$ $\Pi \vdash M, \sigma \Rightarrow M', \sigma''$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Operational semantics of the $\lambda F_0$-Calculus.
In the form $(1 = a, m = b)$, label $m$ refers to the abstract value $b$. Therefore, $[(1 = a, m = b), m]([0)]\) yields $b$. The second example yields $E$, because $(m = c)$, the value in location $γ$, restricts $(1 = a, m = b)$ by hiding the binding involving label $m$. In the third example, the label $m$ binds a nested form value. Therefore, the result of the projection evaluation is $E$. Finally, since the form $(1 = b, m = d)$ in location $γ$ is used as a form extension of $(1 = a, m = (n = c))$, the result in this example is $d$, which is the actual observable right-most value bound by label $m$.

Secondly, the function $(⟨F, l⟩)(σ)$, called form dereference evaluation, maps form deferences of the form $F → l$ under state $σ$ to a form value $G$, and is defined as follows:

$$
\langle F, l \rangle(σ) = \langle F, l \rangle(σ) = \langle σ, l \rangle(σ) = \langle \bar{M}(σ) \rangle(σ) = \langle \bar{M}(σ), l \rangle(σ) = \langle \bar{G}(σ), l \rangle(σ) = \langle \bar{G}(σ), l \rangle(σ) = \langle \bar{G}(σ), l \rangle(σ)
$$

To illustrate the effect of form dereference evaluation, consider the following examples:

$$
\langle 1 = a, m = b \rangle, m = (m = c) = \langle 1 = a, m = b \rangle, m = (n = c) = \langle 1 = b, m = d \rangle
$$

In the form $(1 = a, m = b)$, label $m$ binds the abstract value $b$. Therefore, the form dereference evaluation yields $().$ The second example yields $()$ also, because $(m = c)$, the value in location $γ$, restricts $(1 = a, m = b)$ by hiding the binding involving label $m$. In the third example, the label $m$ binds a nested form value $(n = c)$, which is, therefore, the result in this example. Finally, since the form $(1 = b, m = d)$ in location $γ$ is used as a form extension of $(1 = a, m = (n = c))$, the result in this example is $()$, because, now, $m$ actually maps the abstract value $d$ and not a nested form.

Finally, the transition rule LF-AQUALT, as shown in Table 5, deserves some additional comments. This rules captures the situation in which the operator $M$ of an application $M N$, under an evaluation context $\overline{P}$, reduces not to a closure, but to a form value $\overline{F}$. In such a case $\overline{F}$ constitutes a local refinement of $\overline{P}$ with scope $N$. This approach is similar to way the so-called sandbox expressions are handled in the Piccola-calculus [3]. When evaluating a sandbox expression $A;B$ the term left to the semicolon defines a root context or controlled environment for the right-hand side agent. However, $A$ in $A;B$ may not evaluate to a form. In this case the agent $A;B$ is stuck and identified with $E$. In $\lambda F_{A0}$, on the other hand, an application $M N$ can only reduce to $E$, if $M$ reduces to $E$, which means that the application $M N$ has “no value” and will simply be discarded without reducing the argument $N$.

### 6. Encoding Class Extensions

To facilitate the presentation of the encodings, we assume the existence of form-based binary operators and conditional expressions. We write $x + y$ to denote the application of the binary position-independent function $+$ (i.e., addition) to the arguments $x$ and $y$. So, the term $x + y$ has to read as an application $+ (\text{left } = x, \text{ right } = y)$ returning the sum of $x$ and $y$.

Similarly, we write $\text{if } b \text{ then } e_1 \text{ else } e_2$ to denote the application of the ternary position-independent function $\text{if}$ to the arguments $b, e_1, e_2$. The function $\text{if}$ first evaluates $b$, and, depending on the result, either continues to evaluate $e_1$ or $e_2$. We can omit the $\text{else}$-part in an application of $\text{if}$ without any consequences. This is due to the fact that a function in the $\lambda F_{A0}$-calculus is not characterized by the parameters it declares, but by the parameters it effectively uses.

In a purely functional model, we need an explicit fixed-point operator to model both dynamic method lookup and state update. The operational semantics of the $\lambda F_{A0}$-calculus is strict. We need, therefore, a strict (or call-by-value) fixed-point operator. In the $\lambda$-calculus, this operator is defined as

$$\text{fix} = λf.(λx.f (λy.(x x) y)) (λx.f (λy.(x x) y))$$

To reuse this definition, we need to embed it into $\lambda F_{A0}$. The translation of a closed $\lambda$-calculus term $M$ into $\lambda F_{A0}$ is defined by the function $[M]$ specified below:

$$[x] = x.\text{arg} \quad [λx.M] = λ(σ)[M] \quad [M N] = ([M] [\text{arg} = [N]])$$

Here, $\lambda$-calculus variables are encoded as projections to extract the actual value associated with those variables. The encoding of abstractions maps a position-dependent function to a position-independent functions, whereas the encoding of abstractions builds a form expression for the $\lambda$-term in argument position. The encoding of $\text{fix}$ into $\lambda F_{A0}$ is shown in Figure 2.

Analyzing the result, we observe that an expression of the kind $(\text{arg} = x.\text{arg})$ is the same as $x$. We can, therefore, rewrite $h$ as follows:

$$h = λ(x).f.\text{arg} (\text{arg} = (λy.(x.\text{arg} x) y))$$

We can now use some more meaningful names and obtain a strict fixed-point combinator, written $\text{FIX}$, in the $\lambda F_{A0}$-calculus as shown in Table 6.
\[
\text{FIX} = \lambda (\text{Fun}) \ (h \ (\text{self} = h)) \ [(h = \lambda (\text{Fix}) \ (\text{Fun} \ . \ (\lambda (\text{Args}) \ (\text{Fix} \ . \ \text{self} \ \text{Fix}) \ \text{Args})))]
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ClassPoint =</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>let</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PointBehavior =</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\langle \text{getX} = {()} \ \text{State} \cdot \text{x},)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{setX} = {\text{Args}} \ \text{self} \ \text{State}(x = \text{Args} \cdot \text{nx}),)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{GetY} = {()} \ \text{State} \cdot \text{y},)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{setY} = {\text{Args}} \ \text{self} \ \text{State}(y = \text{Args} \cdot \text{ny}),)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{move} = {\text{Args}} \ \text{self} \ \text{State}(x = \text{State} \cdot \text{x} + \text{Args} \cdot \text{dx},)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(y = \text{State} \cdot \text{y} + \text{Args} \cdot \text{dy}),)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{double} = {()} \ (\text{self} \ \text{{}}).\ \text{move} \ (dx = \text{State} \cdot \text{x},)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dx = \text{State} \cdot \text{x})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{PointState} = {x = 0, y = 0})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta_{\text{Point}} = {()} \ (\text{State} \ . \text{PointBehavior})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G_{\text{Point}} = {\text{Args}} \ \Delta_{\text{Point}} \ \text{Args} \ \text{PointState}\ (x = \text{Args} \cdot x,\ y = \text{Args} \cdot y))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(W_{\text{Point}} = \text{FIX} \ (f = {\text{Self}} \ (G_{\text{Point}} ([\text{self} = \text{Self}]))))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\langle W = W_{\text{Point}}, \ G = G_{\text{Point}} \rangle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6: A Strict Fixed-point Combinator in \(\lambda \mathcal{F}_0\).**

With the help of the fixed-point operator \(\text{FIX}\), we can now specify a \(\lambda \mathcal{F}_0\)-encoding of the model abstractions discussed in Section 2. We start with the encoding of class \(\text{Point}\) as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Encoding of Class Point.

In a purely functional representation every object is a recursive specification (i.e., a recursive function). To instantiate a self-reference of an object, that is, to “unroll” the recursive specification, we write \(\text{self} \ \text{\{\}}\). The value associated with self is an unary function. If applied to \(\text{\{}\), then this function is the identity function, that is, it yields the current instance. This behavior enables dynamic dispatch of methods. For example, the expression \(\text{\{}\text{self} \ \text{\{\}}\).\text{move}\) in the body of method double yields a function that is bound to name move in the context denoted by the expression \(\text{self} \ \text{\{\}}\).

On the other hand, if the function associated with self is applied to a non-empty form, say \(\text{State}(x = \text{Args} \cdot \text{nx})\) as in the method setX, then the evaluation of the application \(\text{self} \ \text{State}(x = \text{Args} \cdot \text{nx})\) yields a new instance, where the instance variable \(x\) has been set to the value of Args \cdot \text{nx} in setX. This behavior corresponds to state update (or assignment).

The incremental modification \(\Delta_{\text{Point}}\) defined by class \(\text{Point}\) is captured by the function \(\{()\} \ (\text{State} \ . \text{PointBehavior}\). This function acts in close concert with the generator \(G_{\text{Point}}\). That is, when creating a new \(\text{Point}\)-object, the generator \(G_{\text{Point}}\) combines its arguments with the PointState template using conditional update. The result, which denotes the image of the \(\text{Point}\)-object currently being created, is then passed to \(\Delta_{\text{Point}}\), resulting in an extended evaluation context for \(\text{PointBehavior}\), where the label \(\text{State}\) maps the state of the associated \(\text{Point}\)-instance. Moreover, it important to note that the protocol between \(\Delta_{\text{Point}}\) and \(G_{\text{Point}}\) establishes a proper encapsulation of an object’s private state, as the visibility of label \(\text{State}\) is restricted to the scope of \(\text{PointBehavior}\).

The purpose of \(W_{\text{Point}}\) is to bind the self-reference in Point-objects. The value of the self-reference is actually the fixed-point of the generator \(G_{\text{Point}}\). That is, the wrapper \(W_{\text{Point}}\) invokes \(G_{\text{Point}}\) in a context \(\{()\} \ (\text{Self} \ \text{\{\}})\) in which the name Self is bound to \(\text{FIX} \ (f = G_{\text{Point}})\).

Finally, the expression denoted by \(\text{ClassPoint}\) is the \(\lambda \mathcal{F}_0\)-representation of class \(\text{Point}\). ClassPoint is actually a form defining bindings for two labels \(W\) and \(G\), respectively. The binding for label \(W\), which maps \(W_{\text{Point}}\), denotes the constructor for class \(\text{Point}\). Clients use this binding to acquire instances of class \(\text{Point}\).

The second binding in \(\text{ClassPoint}\), that is, label \(G\), denotes a class extension access point, which is the main ingredient in an approach that provides support for open classes. In order to extend class \(\text{Point}\) with new behavior, implementers use this binding to acquire a \(\text{Point}\) prototype instance and place it in new, extended context. Access to the actual class code is not required, as illustrated in Figure 4, which shows the \(\lambda \mathcal{F}_0\)-encoding of the class BoundedPoint that is a specialization of class \(\text{Point}\) defined using inheritance.

We use a combination of aggregation and delegation to implement the class BoundedPoint. The semantics of inheritance in our encoding of class BoundedPoint is defined in the generator \(G_{\text{BPoint}}\). The construction of BoundedPoint prototype instances takes place in four steps. First, we acquire a \(\text{Point}\) prototype instance and assign it to label Parent.
Both ClassPoint and ClassBoundedPoint represent utilizable solutions in a straightforward, purely functional model for open classes. However, the need to use an explicit fixed-point operator limits somewhat our ability to express more sophisticated collaboration patterns. For example, two methods \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) cannot collaborate by means of their corresponding object’s state if one of them attempts to alter it, because the other method is unable to observe this change. However, if the state of an object is implemented as a shared form, say \( \$state \), then state changes are visible in all methods belonging to that object.

In an imperative object model both the self-reference and the object’s state are represented by shared forms. The required modifications for class Point and BoundedPoint are summarized in Figure 5 and 6, respectively.

---

### Figure 4: Encoding of Class BoundedPoint.

Parent is a self-contained Point-object in which the self-reference refers to the BoundedPoint-object currently being constructed.

In the second step, we eliminate the default values defined in the BPointState template, if \( G_{BPoint} \)'s constructor arguments contain new definitions for them.

The third step yields newDelta, which represents a prototype instance that contains only the behavior defined in class BoundedPoint, plus a static, delegation-based link to the Parent-object in the scope of BPointBehavior.

An actual BoundedPoint prototype instance is created in the last step. We use form extension to override the inherited Point-behavior with the new BoundedPoint-behavior. That is, we extend Parent with newDelta, which yields a form that contains all bindings of Parent and newDelta, respectively, except Parent’s binding for label move.

The remaining definitions for class BoundedPoint are similar to the ones used to define class Point.

Both ClassPoint and ClassBoundedPoint represent utilizable solutions in a straightforward, purely functional model for open classes. However, the need to use an explicit fixed-point operator limits somewhat our ability to express more sophisticated collaboration patterns. For example, two methods \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) cannot collaborate by means of their corresponding object’s state if one of them attempts to alter it, because the other method is unable to observe this change. However, if the state of an object is implemented as a shared form, say \( \$state \), then state changes are visible in all methods belonging to that object.

In an imperative object model both the self-reference and the object’s state are represented by shared forms. The required modifications for class Point and BoundedPoint are summarized in Figure 5 and 6, respectively.

---

### Figure 5: Modifications for Class Point.

Changing the underlying representation of an object’s state does change the way its information can be accessed inside method bodies. However, the specification of state change becomes easier. For example, to assign the instance variable \( x \) in method \( \text{setX} \) the value of \( \text{Args}.nx \), we can write simply \( \text{State}(x = \text{Args}.nx) \). That is, we use that fact the \( \text{State} \) actually denotes a location, which value is extended with the binding \( (x = \text{Args}.nx) \). To illustrate this further, assume that the value denoted by \( \text{Args}.nx \) is 3 and \( \sigma(\text{State}) = \gamma \), then under some evaluation context \( \mathcal{H} \) we have

\[
\mathcal{H} \vdash \text{State}(x = \text{Args}.nx), \sigma \Rightarrow \gamma \sigma[(\gamma x = 3)]
\]

Secondly, the value associated with the self-reference is now readily accessible and denotes the current object instance. Therefore, to lookup the method move in the body of the double method, we simply write \( \text{self.move} \). We can do so, because the wrapper for both class Point and BoundedPoint creates now a location for self. That is, in the beginning each wrapper introduces a new location containing value \( () \) and associates it with self. We use \( () \), because we are only interested in self’s location at this point. The actual instantiation of it takes place later, namely in the expression
We have presented the $\lambda$-calculus, a substitution-free variant of the $\lambda$-calculus that combines three distinguishing concepts: position-independent parameter specification, shared forms, and explicit contexts. The integration of these concepts into one unifying framework provides us with a convenient tool to model open classes, a key mechanism that enables class extensions.

We have demonstrated that the $\lambda$-calculus can be used to define straightforward utilizable solutions for both purely functional and imperative models for open classes. We have further used inheritance as an example to illustrate, how extensions to classes can be specified. It is, however, important to note that our approach is not restricted to inheritance. Incremental modifications of classes are defined independently of the mechanisms used to apply them to those classes. Moreover, our underlying conceptual framework is based neither on classes nor objects, but on shared forms and explicit contexts, which are the key abstractions in an approach that provides support for the definition of flexible, extensible, and reusable software abstractions.

We have implemented a proof-of-concept prototype language based on the $\lambda$-calculus in Java. Even though the calculus itself is untyped, we use Java’s underlying type system to perform runtime type checks to guarantee that extended classes are properly implemented.

Unfortunately, our current prototype does not allow for the import of existing classes, which is essential if we want to define a $\lambda$F calculus-based software development approach for real-world applications. In the future we will, therefore, explore the concept of peer forms [3], which are wrapper-like abstractions that mediate between the language representation (e.g., the $\lambda$F calculus) and the host representation of software entities.

A key challenge in future work on the definition of a formal model for open classes based on the $\lambda$F calculus is the formulation of suitable type system that incorporates both form extension and form restriction. The form extension operator is similar to asymmetric record concatenation [12, 37, 50]. The specific nature of this operation makes it hard to find a suitable type assignment. Some type systems [12, 50] cannot assign a type to this operator at all. In type systems that incorporate a subsumption rule the form extension operator requires an additional set of constraints that limits the number of applicable subtypes. Early results [24, 32] indicate that the definition of a suitable type system will go beyond “traditional” type theories.
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